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THE EXTREMAL CONNECTIVITY OF THE STRICTLY 
WEAK DIGRAPH 
MILAN MIKOLA 
The connectivity of an undirected graph (its extremal values) was considered 
in [2]. While for an undirected graph the connectivity is defined in a unique 
way, for a digraph we can us many different definitions of this concept. The 
author uses one way in [3] (under the connectivity of a digraph there is meant 
the minimal number of elements of V(G), E(G), respectively, by the removing 
of which we get either a digraph which is not strong or the trivial digraph), 
where the extremal connectivities of digraphs are shown. Using this way we 
have many digraphs for which the connectivity equals 0. In the presented 
paper the connectivity of a digraph is defined in a similar way as for an un-
directed graph and for the strictly weak digraphs its extremal values are 
deduced. 
All concepts and symbols are used in the sense of the monograph [1], for 
example CQ(OC, /3) (Gi(oc, j8)) denotes the set of disconnected (strictly weak, i. e. 
weak but not unilateral) digraphs with a vertices and (3 edges. 
Definition. The vertex (edge) connectivity cv(G) (ce(G)) of a digraph G is the 
minimum number of vertices (edges) by the removing of which we get either a dis-
connected or the trivial digraph. 
In this paper we determine the extremal values cv(G) (ce(G)) for G e Ci(oc, j8). 
(For G e (7o(a, /3) we obviously have cv(G) = ce(G) = 0). We introduce now 
some strictly weak digraphs which we will use later. Let a be a positive integer 
and V = {vi, v2, ..., va} a set of a elements. We define digraphs 
G+(oc) = (V,E+), E+ = {vm, v2vi9 ViVj}; i,j = 3, 4, ..., a; i ^j, 
G~(oc) = (V,E-), E~ = {vtvi, ViV2, ViVj}; i,j = 3, 4, .... a; i -̂  j , 
Gi(oc) = (V, Ex), Ex =z {v2vi, v2Vi, v^}; i,j = 3, 4, ..., a; i ^j, 
#2(°0 = (V> E2), E2 = {va-iVi, VaVj, VjVk}; i = 1, 2, . . . , n; 
J > k = 1 , 2 , . . . , a - 2; j ^ h; 2 ^ n ^ oc — 2, 
G3(0C) = (V, #3) , #3 = tylVu vmy u EQ. i = 3 ) 4 j #> a? 
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where Eo is a set of edges which are incident with vertices ^3, #4, • • • , VQC such 
that there exists a subgraph of the digraph C?3(a) induced by this vertex set 
that is a tournament with a — 2 vertices. 
R e m a r k 1. If G e Oi(a, p), then a ^ 3 and j8 ^ 2. For a = 3 there exist 
exactly two strictly weak digraphs: G' = (V, E') with V = {vi, v2, 03], 
E' = {Vlv2, v3v2} and G" = (V", E") with V" = V, E" = {v2vu v2v3}. 
Lemma 1. For G e Gi(oc, /5) we have: 
1 ^ Cy(Cr) S ce(G) S rnin cleg v, 
where deg v = od v + id v. 
The p r o o f of Lemma 1 is analogous to that of undirected graphs used in [1]. 
R e m a r k 2. There exists a strictly weak digraph G for which cv(G) < ce(G). 
As an example we take the digraph G e Oi(5, 6), V(G) — {vi, v2,V3,v±, v5}, 
E(G) = {viv2, V1V3, V1V1, V1V5, v2vs, V4V5}, which has cv(G) = 1 and ce(G) 2. 
Lemma 2. Let G e Gi(oc, /3), /3 ^ (a — 2)2 + 2. Then G is isomorphic either 
with a subgraph of the digraph G+(oc) or with a subgraph of the digraph G (a). 
Proof . Let G e d ( a , /3). Then there exist the vertices a, b e V(G) such that 
the paths connecting them do not exist. Let us denote Vo V(G) — {a, b}. 
I Vo| = a — 2. In order to prove Lemma 2 we have to prove that either od a 
= od b = 0 or id a = id b = 0. We do it indirectly. We suppose tha t od a 
= k ^ 1, idb = h ^ 1 and let us denote 
V0(a)-{v eVo\aveE(G)}, 
Vo(b) = {ueV0\ ubeE(G)}, 
where V0(a) n V0(b) = 0, \V0(a)\ = k, \V0(b)\ = h, 2^k + h^oc-2. The 
digraph G does not contain ab, ba and also the following edges: 
vb for V v e Vo — Vo(b) (in number a — 2 — h) 
aw for V w e Vo — Vo(a) (a — 2 — k) 
xy for V x e Vo(a), y e Vo(b) (k . h) 
Finally, the digraph G contains at most one of every pair of the edges bu, ua. 
u e Vo. We obtain 
pSoc(oc— I) — (oc-2-h + oc-2 — k + k.h + oc 2 + 2) 
= a2 — 4a + 4 + h + k - k . h ^ a2 — 4a + 5 = (a — 2)2 + 1, 
which is a contradiction. Analogously, the inequalities id a ^ 1, od 6 > 1 
cannot hold simultaneously either. From these facts and from the inequalities 
od a + id a ^ 1, od b + id b ^ 1 it follows that od a = od b — 0 or id a 
= id b = 0. 
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Lemma 3. Let G e Gi(oc, P), G = (V(G), E(G) U {e}), G e Gi(oc, p + 1), where 
e $E(G). Then we have: 
cv(G) ^ cv(G) + 1, 
ce(G) ^ ce(G) + 1. 
The p r o o f of Lemma 3 is trivial and analogous to tha t of undirected graphs, 
we do not state here. 
Theorem 1. Let d(oc, p) * 0. Then 
min cv(G) = min ce(G) = max {1, p — (oc — 2)
2}. 
GeCi(a,/3) GeCi(a,/S( 
P r o o f . If (7i(a, P) =f= 0, then according to [4] we have a— 1 ^ p ^ (a — 
- 1) (a - 2). 
I. Let a — 1 ^ p ^ (a — 2)2 + 1. Then there exists a digraph G e Gi(oc, p) 
with cv(G) = 1. We can take for G a connected subgraph of (?i(a) with p edges. 
I I . Let (a — 2)2 + 2 ^ /3 ^ (a — 1) . (a — 2). We have to prove _that 
min cv(G) = p — (a — 2)
2. We do it indirectly. Let G e Gi(oc, P) and cv(G) < 
< P — (oc — 2)2. According to Lemma 2, G is isomorphic either with a sub-
graph of G+(oc) or with a subgraph of G~(oc). By adding (a — 1) . (a — 2) — /? 
edges to the digraph G we obtain a digraph which is isomorphic with G+(oc) 
(or G~(oc)). By using Lemma 3 repeatedly we have: 
cv(G±(oc)) ̂  cv(G) + (oc - 1) . (a - 2) - p < 
< p - (a - 2)2 + (a - 1) . (a - 2) - /3 = a - 2, 
which is a contradiction. We have proved that cv(G) ^ P — (a — 2)
2. Finally, 
there exists a digraph (? e Gi(oc, p) with cv((7) = /3 — (a — 2)
2; e. g. G = G\ (a) 
for n = P — (a — 2)2. Thus, one part of Theorem 1 is proved. 
By Lemma 1, min ct(G) ^ min cv(G) for G e Gi(oc, P). For the minimum 
edge connectivity the same extremal digraphs can be chosen as those used in 
the proof above. I t means tha t the equality min ce(G) = min cv(G) holds. 
Thus, Theorem 1 is proved. 
Theorem 2. Let Gi(oc, P) 4= 0. Then 
f W 
max cv(G) = max ce(G) = min loc — 2, — 
GeC^xJ) GeC^x.p) | [ a 
a(a - 1) 
Proof . I . Let • — 1 ^ P ^ (a — 1) . (a — 2), then there exist 
Z 
digraphs G e Gi(oc, P) with ce(G) = oc — 2, e. g. the digraph Gs(oc) with arbi-
a(a - 1) 
trarily added p — + 1 edges incident 
Z 
Moreover, ce(H) ^ a — 2 for every H e Oi(oc, P). 
i i t with vertices v$, v±, . . . , v^. 
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I I . Let a - 1 й ß < 
a(a — 1) a(a — 1) 
— 1. Eor B < we také an un-
2 2 
directed graph H with a vertices and (3 edges with the connectivity 
2/3 
. This 
construction is described in [2]. (The vertex (edge) connectivity of a graph 
is the minimum number of elements of V(H) (E(H)) after the removing of 
which we obtain either a disconnected or a trivial graph). In H there exist 
vertices a, b for which e — ab <£ E(H). We direct all edges of H in such a way 
the direction of all edges incident with verices a, b are outgoing from a or b 
and the others are directed arbitrarily. We obtain a strictly weak digraph H 
2ß 
0C 
for which ce(H) 
2/3 
Let deg v > for all v e V(G). Then 
a 
Now we prove that ce(G) ^ 
2ß 
for CeCifafl) 
2ß deg v ^> a 
2ß 
Җ 
v є V(G) 
gives a contradiction. We have at least one vertex u e V(G) with deg u < 
Џ 
By Lemma 1, ce(G) ^ 
2ß 
for all G e Oi(a, ft). I t completes the proof foi 
the edge connectivity. 
I I I . Using Lemma 1, max cv(G) ^ max ce(G) for G e Ci(oc, ft). Extremal 
digraphs for the maximum vertex connectivity can be chosen the same as 
those used in the preceding parts of the proof. 
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